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Recovery during Lunch Breaks: Testing Long-Term Relations with Energy Levels at Work

Marjaana Sianoja*  Ulla Kinnunen†  Jessica de Bloom*  Kalevi Korpela*  and Sabine Geurts†

This study had two aims. First, we examined whether lunch break settings, activities, and recovery experiences were associated with lunchtime recovery cross-sectionally. Second, we investigated whether lunchtime recovery was related to energy levels (i.e., exhaustion and vigor) across a 12-month period.

We collected longitudinal questionnaire data among 841 Finnish workers (59% female, mean age 47 years) from 11 different organizations in various fields at two time points (spring 2013 and 2014). We used hierarchical regression analysis to test our hypotheses.

We found that recovery experiences, that is, psychological detachment from work and control during the lunch break, were related to successful lunchtime recovery. After controlling for background factors, main job characteristics (workload and autonomy), and the outcomes at baseline, successful lunchtime recovery was related to a decrease in exhaustion and to an increase in vigor one year later.

To conclude, lunch breaks offer an important setting for internal recovery during working days and seem to relate to energy levels at work over time.
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Introduction

Recovery from work stress, that is, psycho-physiological unwinding after effort expenditure at work that restores employees’ energy and mental resources, is a mechanism explaining how employees can protect their well-being and health in demanding working conditions (Craig & Cooper, 1992; Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006; Meijman & Mulder, 1998). Recovery plays an intervening role in the relationship between stressful job characteristics and the development of chronic load reactions, such as prolonged fatigue, sleep disorders, and cardiovascular diseases (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006). Therefore, a more profound understanding of recovery processes is essential in promoting sustainable working life.

Recovery occurs during breaks from work when job demands are no longer present (Meijman & Mulder, 1998). Different forms of breaks range from sabbaticals and vacations to short micro-breaks within the working day. Recovery within working days, referred to as internal recovery, has received far less attention in the recovery research literature than off-job recovery, referred to as external recovery (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2015). Although recovery during breaks within the working day may not be as self-evident as recovery during leisure time, internal recovery has potential in preventing stress from accumulating early on, helping to maintain performance throughout the day and preventing high need for recovery at the end of the working day (Coffeng, van Sluijs, Hendriksen, van Mechelen, & Boot, 2015; Geurts, Beckers, & Tucker, 2014).

As workers typically spend a third to a half of their day at the workplace it is important to recognize the recovery potential of within working day breaks, and especially of the lunch break, which is typically the longest and most common of breaks in the course of the working day. Furthermore, organizations have a greater opportunity to influence employees’ internal recovery than external recovery and, therefore, lunch breaks as a recovery setting may be of special interest to employers. For example, organizations may encourage regular lunch breaks and provide restorative environments (e.g., quiet rooms for relaxation). The question of how to recover successfully during lunch breaks has recently gained some research attention (Brown, Barton, Pretty, & Gladwell, 2014; Krajewski, Wieland, & Sauerland, 2010; Trougakos, Hideg, Cheng, & Beal, 2014). Nevertheless, research on internal recovery is still scarce (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2015).

In this study we examine which lunchtime settings, activities, and recovery experiences are related to lunchtime recovery (i.e., how often employees recuperate successfully from work during lunch breaks) in a cross-sectional sample (Study 1). Furthermore, we test whether lunchtime recovery is related to energy levels at work, that is, exhaustion and vigor, over a 12-month period (Study 2). Our study contributes to the literature on work stress.
recovery by extending the understanding of how to promote internal recovery and exploring its relation with maintaining energy at work. Figure 1 presents the model of the study with hypothesized relationships.

**Recovery during lunch break: Theoretical and empirical perspectives**

In the effort-recovery (E-R) model (Meijman & Mulder, 1998) recovery has been defined as a process of the psycho-biological system returning to its pre-stressor level. Recovery occurs when the demands causing strain are no longer present (Meijman & Mulder, 1998). When recovery is insufficient, an individual has to invest additional effort at work, which may cause strain and lead to accumulating strain reactions in the long term. Recovery therefore plays a significant role in counteracting strain caused by job demands and helps in maintaining well-being and energy at work.

Besides seeing recovery as a passive process (i.e., caused by mere absence of demands), active perspectives on recovery have also been introduced. According to conservation of resources (COR) theory (Hobfoll, 2002; Hobfoll, 1989), people are motivated to gain new resources and protect their existing resources. Resources are defined broadly as "objects, personal characteristics, conditions, or energies that are valued by the individual" (Hobfoll, 1989, p. 516). When resources are lost, threatened with loss, or new resources are not gained after effort investment, strain occurs. During breaks from work, people have the opportunity to engage in pleasant activities and to regain resources (e.g., energy and positive mood). Thus, to recover during a break, a break must ensure absence of job demands and provide an opportunity for employees to regain valued resources (Hobfoll, 2002; Meijman & Mulder, 1998). This also implies that breaks should be regular and long enough to allow enough time for recovery.

Additionally, break location (the place where the break is spent), break activities, and experiences during the break may influence its recovery potential as they are closely related to the absence of job demands and opportunities for resource gain. These aspects have been argued (Sonnentag & Natter, 2004) and shown (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2015; Sonnentag & Zijlstra, 2006; van Hooff & Baas, 2013) to be of importance in terms of recovery during leisure time. Some of these (e.g., activities) have also been identified in earlier research as important aspects of internal recovery (see Sianoja, Kinnunen, De Bloom, & Korpela, 2015).

When looking at recovery research on where breaks are spent, a recent 5-day diary study found no difference between spending breaks inside or outside the office in terms of resource recovery (Hunter & Wu, 2016). However, in this study carried out among 95 university staff members, the outside condition also included different spaces inside the office building (e.g., a break room), which may not offer as beneficial conditions for detachment from work as spaces outside the office building (e.g., a café or restaurant). Other studies have been specifically interested in natural environments. According to an intervention study by Brown et al. (2014), spending one’s lunchtime walking in a natural environment was beneficial in terms of improved mental health when compared to walking in built environments. Accordingly, this study suggests that
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break location may be significant in terms of recovery. To conclude, spending the lunch break outside the office building should, in theory, aid recovery, as it ensures better mental detachment from work offering a “change of scenery” where job demands are not present (e.g., Korpela, De Bloom, & Kinnunen, 2015).

Concerning break activities, earlier studies on internal recovery have associated relaxing, physical, and social activities with positive recovery outcomes (Coffeng et al., 2015; Krajewski et al., 2010; Trougakos et al., 2014). Of these, we focused on social activities. Wendsche et al. (2014) showed that collective rest breaks (i.e., breaks including social activities) were associated with less turnover than breaks spent alone. In addition, a study by Trougakos et al. (2014) focusing on different lunch break activities revealed that social activities that were based on individuals’ own choice, were conducive to recovery.

In sum, in addition to absence of job demands, as suggested by the E-R model, earlier research shows that recovery may be also enhanced by engaging in activities that enable resource replenishment, as suggested by the COR theory.

**Hypothesis 1:** a) Having lunch breaks regularly, b) having longer lunch breaks, c) spending lunch breaks outside the office building and d) spending lunch breaks with others are positively associated with recovery during lunch breaks.

Furthermore, it has been argued that a recovering break should promote recovery experiences (Coffeng et al., 2015; Trougakos et al., 2014). According to Sonnentag and Fritz (2007), there are four such mechanisms: psychological detachment, relaxation, mastery, and control. Of these, we examined detachment, that is, not thinking about work, and control, that is, getting to choose how to spend one’s free time (e.g., lunch breaks). These two experiences were chosen as they have gained most support in earlier studies. In studies focusing on recovery during leisure time, detachment has been identified as a core recovery experience (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2015). Psychological detachment from work, in addition to physical detachment, is crucial, as continuing to think about job demands during breaks may result in strain (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007). In fact, in a cross-sectional study detachment during work breaks was connected to less need for recovery at the end of the day (Coffeng et al., 2015). Furthermore, autonomy (i.e., control) during lunch breaks has previously been linked to beneficial outcomes (Trougakos et al., 2014). More specifically, autonomy during lunch breaks was recognized as a moderator between lunch break activities and recovery outcomes: autonomy strengthened the positive effects of the activities. In addition, preferred work break activities have been associated with increased resources after the break (Hunter & Wu, 2016). Therefore break characteristics that enhance psychological detachment from work and allow control, may provide beneficial setting for recovery.

**Hypothesis 2:** Recovery experiences (detachment and control) during lunch breaks are positively associated with recovery during lunch breaks.

**Long-term associations between lunchtime recovery and energy levels at work**

As long-term outcomes of recovery we focused on energy, specifically on exhaustion and vigor at work. According to the E-R model (Meijman & Mulder, 1998), when recovery is insufficient, high and continuous demands lead to negative load effects and depletion of energy, which in the long term can lead to emotional exhaustion. Emotional exhaustion is one of the core burnout dimensions and refers to “feelings of being overextended and depleted of one’s emotional and physical resources” (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001, p. 399). Research has shown that emotional exhaustion predicts mental and physical illness, such as depression and cardiovascular diseases (Ahola, 2007), as well as increased sickness absence (Toppinen-Tanner, Ojajärvi, Väänänen, Kalimo, & Järvinen, 2005).

Hunter and Wu (2016) found that resource recovery during workday breaks across one working week was associated with lower levels of exhaustion at the end of the week. As far as we know, the long-term effects between poor recovery during lunch breaks and exhaustion have not yet been examined. However, over time employees go through numerous cycles of daily lunchtime recovery processes, which may ultimately result in either gain or loss of energy depending on whether recovery is successful or incomplete. Therefore, insufficient recovery may, over time, result in cumulative resource loss in terms of higher exhaustion.

**Hypothesis 3:** Insufficient recovery during lunch breaks is related to high level of emotional exhaustion over time.

In contrast, successful recovery ensures that energy levels are sufficient for people to experience vigor at work (Meijman & Mulder, 1998). Vigor is one of the core dimensions of work engagement and is characterized by high activation, energy, and mental resilience while working (Schaufeli, Salanova, González-Romá, & Bakker, 2002). Work engagement, and particularly vigor, has been shown to be important in terms of motivation and performance at work (Bakker, Demerouti, & Sanz-Vergel, 2014). It has also been shown that exhaustion and vigor are not endpoints of the same energy construct (Demerouti, Mostert, & Bakker, 2010; Mäkikangas, Feldt, Kinnunen, & Tolvanen, 2012). Thus we cannot conclude that absence of exhaustion automatically implies high levels of vigor. It is therefore important to measure both when examining the energy levels of individuals.

To the best of our knowledge, studies on internal recovery and its relation to vigor are so far lacking. However, on a daily level taking micro-breaks at work has been associated with vitality, a concept related to vigor (Zacher, Brailsford, & Parker, 2014). Furthermore, earlier research has established a positive link between external recovery and work engagement (Kühnel, Sonnentag, & Westman, 2009; Sonnentag, 2003). If recovery is repeatedly insufficient during lunch breaks, it may lead to loss of energy and over time reduce vigor. In addition, recovery is associated with resource gain (e.g., energy), and resources tend to accumulate and generate other resources in the long term (Hobfoll, 2002). Accordingly, successful
recovery during lunch breaks may result in energy gain, resulting in higher levels of vigor over time.

Hypothesis 4: Successful recovery during lunch breaks is related to high level of vigor over time.

Methods
Participants and Procedure
The data were collected as a part of larger project on recovery from work (see Kinnunen et al., 2016). The participants of this study were Finnish employees working in 11 different organizations in various fields, mostly working in cognitively or emotionally demanding jobs. The most common fields were education, information technology, and media. The questionnaire data were collected in two phases. First, in spring 2013 (Time 1), an electronic questionnaire was sent either directly to the employees’ work e-mail addresses (in seven organizations) or the link to the questionnaire was delivered to the employees by our contact persons (in four organizations). Of the employees contacted (N = 3,593), 1,347 returned the completed questionnaire after two reminders, yielding a response rate of 37.5%. Second, in spring 2014 (Time 2) the electronic questionnaire was sent to those employees’ e-mail addresses who responded in 2013 and who were still employed in the same organizations (N = 1,192). Of these, a total of 841 employees returned the completed questionnaire, yielding a response rate of 70.6%. In both study phases the employees were informed about the goals of the study, assured that responses would be treated confidentially and reminded that participation was voluntary.

In Study 1, we used the cross-sectional sample collected at T2, because not all variables (i.e., spending lunch breaks outside, spending breaks with others, lunchtime detachment, and lunchtime control) were measured at T1. A cross-sectional design was considered appropriate because we were interested in the immediate relations of break settings, activities, and experiences with lunchtime recovery. Study 2 was based on the longitudinal sample covering both measurements with a 12-month time lag between the measurements. It is difficult to theoretically determine the most appropriate time lag as we lack theories of change, and therefore even descriptive research focusing in our study, they were excluded from the analyses.

Measures Recovery during lunch breaks
To measure the degree of recovery during lunch breaks at T1 and T2, we used one item “I recuperate from work during my lunch break” from the Recovery after Breaks Scale (Demerouti, Bakker, Sonnentag, & Fullagar, 2012) aiming to capture specifically how well and regularly employees recover during their lunch breaks. The item was rated on a scale from 1 (very seldom or never) to 5 (very often or always). Earlier studies have provided support for the validity of single item measures (e.g., Drolet & Morrison, 2001; Elo, Leppänen, & Jahkola, 2003). Concerning recovery, it has been shown that recovery from work measured with one item correlated highly with longer recovery scales, such as need for recovery (Kinnunen, Feldt, Siltaloppi, & Sonnentag, 2011).

Break settings, activities and experiences
Of break settings and activities, we measured regularity of lunch breaks [dichotomized to 0 = occasionally (1–3 times a week), 1 = regularly (4–5 times a week)] and length of the lunch break (in minutes). Those participants (n = 36 at T1 and n = 32 at T2) who reported not taking lunch breaks, were not asked to answer any further lunch break related questions (recovery during lunch break, break activities, or experiences) and as lunch break recovery was the main focus in our study, they were excluded from the analyses.
In addition at T2, we asked whether the employees habitually spent their lunch breaks outside the office building [“I spend my lunch break outside my company building (e.g., in a restaurant or in a café)”] or with others [“I spend my lunch break with others (e.g., with colleagues, acquaintances, friends or family members)”]. The answers were dichotomized [0 = no (hardly ever or once a week), 1 = yes (2–5 times a week)].

Of recovery experiences, we measured detachment and control during lunchtime at T2. Both detachment and control were measured with one item (respectively: “I distance myself mentally from my work during lunch breaks” and “I decide myself how to spend my lunch breaks”) from the Finnish version of the Recovery Experience Questionnaire (Kinnunen et al., 2011; Sonntag & Fritz, 2007). The items were adapted to concern lunch breaks and measured on a scale from 1 (very seldom or never) to 5 (very often or always).

Potential long-term outcomes

Emotional exhaustion was measured at T1 and T2 with the five-item scale (e.g., “I feel emotionally drained from my work”) from the Maslach Burnout Inventory (Kalimo, Hakanen, & Toppinen-Tanner, 2006; Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1996) with response options on a seven-point response scale ranging from 0 (never) to 6 (every day). The Cronbach’s alphas were .93 at T1 and .93 at T2.

Vigor was measured at T1 and T2 with the three-item shortened scale (e.g., “At my work, I feel bursting with energy”) from the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (Schaufeli, Bakker, & Salanova, 2006) using a seven-point response scale ranging from 0 (never) to 6 (every day). The Cronbach’s alphas were .89 at T1 and .90 at T2.

Control variables

Of the background factors, we controlled for age (in years), gender (1 = woman, 2 = man) and working hours per week, as these may play a role in recovery (e.g., Mohren, Jansen, & Kant, 2010; Siltaloppi et al., 2011). Working hours were measured with a single question: “How many hours do you actually work per week? (Include paid and unpaid overtime, but not your commuting time)”.

We also controlled for main job characteristics, namely workload and autonomy, measured at T1 and T2 as they may act as confounding variables in our study. First, appropriate job design may above all promote internal recovery (Geurts et al., 2014) as it enables the employees to adjust their work according to their current need for recovery. Furthermore, job demands and resources play a pivotal role in maintaining energy as job demands may start a health deteriorating process leading to exhaustion, and job resources, in turn, to a health promoting process leading to an increase in vigor (Bakker et al., 2014). Workload was measured with three items (e.g., “How often does your job require you to work under time pressure?”), Cronbach’s alphas .88 at T1 and .87 at T2) from the Quantitative Workload Inventory (Spector & Jex, 1998). Autonomy was measured with five items (e.g., “I can influence decisions that are important for my work”, Cronbach’s alphas .77 at T1 and .78 at T2) from the QPS Nordic-ADW (Dallner et al., 2000). All job characteristics were measured with a five-point scale from 1 (very seldom or never) to 5 (very often or always).

Analyses

In both studies (Studies 1 and 2), we used hierarchical regression analyses to test our hypotheses. In the cross-sectional Study 1 lunchtime recovery served as a dependent variable. At the first step, we added the control variables (age, gender, weekly working hours, workload, and autonomy). At the second step we added variables describing lunch break settings and activities (regularity of the lunch breaks, length of the lunch break, break outside, and with others). Finally, at the third step we added recovery experiences (detachment and control) during lunch breaks.

In the longitudinal Study 2, we followed similar steps with both outcomes (exhaustion and vigor). At the first step, we controlled for the outcome at Time 1. At the second step, we added control variables (age, gender, weekly working hours, workload, and autonomy). Lunchtime recovery at Time 1 was added at the final step, as we were interested in its explanatory power after controlling for the outcome at Time 1, background factors and work characteristics.

Results

Descriptive results

Means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations of the study variables are presented in Table 1 (Study 1) and Table 2 (Study 2). We first looked at the frequencies of lunch break characteristics examined in Study 1, in which all variables were measured at T2. To have a regular lunch break was common in our sample, as 86% of the participants reported taking a lunch break 4–5 times a week. Of those participants who took lunch breaks at least once a week, 37% reported habitually spending the break outside the office building and 71% with other people. In Study 1, of the lunch break settings and activities, regular lunch breaks (r = .21), longer lunch breaks (r = .16), breaks outside the office building (r = .17), and breaks with others (r = .08) showed positive associations with lunchtime recovery. However, both recovery experiences – detachment and control – during lunch breaks showed the strongest correlations: high level of detachment (r = .59) and control (r = .30) during lunch breaks were associated with successful lunchtime recovery. In addition, of the control variables, workload was negatively (r = -.12) and autonomy positively (r = .33) associated with recovery during lunch breaks.

In Study 2 there were significant longitudinal correlations between lunchtime recovery and both potential long-term outcomes (Table 2). Lunchtime recovery at T1 was negatively related to exhaustion at T2 (r = -.35) and positively related to vigor at T2 (r = .36). Of the control variables gender (female), long weekly working hours, high workload and low autonomy were related to exhaustion at T2, and gender (female) and high level of autonomy were related to vigor at T2. In addition, lunchtime recovery (r = .48) and both outcomes (r = .69 for exhaustion and...
Table 1: Means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations of the study variables in Study 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lunchtime recovery</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td>48.13</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender$^1$</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Weekly working hours</td>
<td>38.65</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.07*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Workload</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-.12***</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.15***</td>
<td>.27***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Autonomy</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.24***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Regularity of lunch breaks$^2$</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.21***</td>
<td>-.13***</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Length of lunch break</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.11***</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.08*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Lunch break outside$^3$</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.17***</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.08*</td>
<td>.14***</td>
<td>.15***</td>
<td>.15***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lunch break with others$^4$</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td>.08*</td>
<td>-.09**</td>
<td>-.13***</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.07*</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Detachment at lunch break</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.59***</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td>-.16***</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.19***</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Control at lunch break</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.30***</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.19***</td>
<td>.22***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.24***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $^1$Gender: 1 = female, 2 = male; $^2$Regularity of lunch breaks: 0 = occasionally (1–3 times a week), 1 = regularly (4–5 times a week); $^3$Break outside: 0 = no (hardly ever or once a week), 1 = yes (2–5 times a week); $^4$Break with others: 0 = no (hardly ever or once a week), 1 = yes (2–5 times a week).

The second column shows percentages for categorical variables: $^1$% of female participants; $^2$% of participants taking lunch breaks regularly; $^3$% of participants typically spending lunch breaks outside; $^4$% of participants typically spending lunch breaks with others.

* $p < .05$; ** $p < .01$; *** $p < .001$; 807 < $N$ < 841.
Testing the hypotheses

Study 1

The results of the hierarchical regression analysis concerning the associations between lunch break settings, activities, recovery experiences, and lunchtime recovery are shown in Table 3. At step 1, control variables (background variables and job characteristics) explained 12% of the variance in lunchtime recovery and autonomy at work significantly contributed to lunchtime recovery. Regular lunch breaks, longer lunch breaks and habitually spending lunch breaks outside the office building contributed to successful lunchtime recovery, increasing the explanation rate of the model to 17%. Spending lunch breaks with others did not contribute to lunchtime recovery. After adding recovery experience variables to the model at step 2, only regularity of the lunch breaks (of the lunchtime characteristics entered at step 2) continued to be associated with lunchtime recovery. Both detachment and control were positively related to recovery, and they raised the explanation rate of the model to 41%. Detachment (β = .51, p < .001) predicted lunchtime recovery more strongly than control (β = .09, p < .1).

In sum, Hypothesis 1 was partially supported, as most of the positive effects of lunchtime settings and activities disappeared when lunchtime recovery experiences were entered into the model. More specifically, Hypothesis 1a was fully supported, as taking lunch breaks regularly contributed to successful lunchtime recovery. Hypotheses 1b and 1c were partially supported, as longer lunch breaks and spending breaks outside were only significant before recovery experiences were entered into the model. Hypothesis 1d did not receive support, as spending lunch breaks with others did not contribute to recovery.

Furthermore, Hypothesis 2 was fully supported, as both high levels of detachment and control during lunch break contributed to successful lunch break recovery.

Study 2

The results of hierarchical regression analyses exploring the longitudinal relationships of lunchtime recovery with exhaustion and vigor are shown in Table 4. Concerning exhaustion, at step 1, exhaustion at T1 strongly predicted exhaustion at T2 explaining 47% of the variance. At the second step, adding the control variables, the explanation rate of the model increased by 1%, as gender (female) was significantly related to exhaustion. At the final step, lunchtime recovery at T1 contributed significantly (β = −.07) to exhaustion at T2. The increase in the explanation rate was significant, although it increased only 0.3%. The explanation rate of the final model was 48%. Thus, in line with Hypothesis 3, successful recovery at lunch breaks seems to explain – to a minor degree – a decrease in exhaustion across one year.

In the model predicting vigor, at step 1, vigor at T1 strongly predicted vigor at T2 explaining 47% of the variance. At the second step, adding the control variables neither background factors nor job characteristics were significant predictors of vigor. At the final step, lunchtime recovery at T1 contributed significantly (β = .10) to vigor at T2 and added 1% to the explanation rate. The explanation rate of the final model was 48%. Thus, in line with Hypothesis 4 successful recovery at lunch breaks seems to explain – to a minor degree – an increase in vigor across one year.

Discussion

This study had two main aims. First, we investigated whether certain lunch break settings, activities, and experiences were related to recovery during lunch breaks. Second, we examined whether lunchtime recovery was associated with energy levels at work one year later. We based our study on the E-R model and the COR theory.
Among our sample of Finnish workers, having lunch breaks was common, as 86% of the participants took them 4–5 times a week. On average, the participants felt occasionally recovered after their lunch breaks and no changes in this regard were observed across one year. In line with our expectations, of the break settings or activities, regularity of the lunch breaks, length of the lunch break and spending lunch breaks outside the office contributed to successful lunchtime recovery. Thus, our study supports the importance of taking regular lunch breaks. However, associations between break length and breaks outside were no longer significant after taking recovery experiences into account. As expected, we found that higher levels of detachment and control during lunch breaks were related to more successful lunchtime recovery. This finding concurred with earlier research on internal recovery (Coffeng et al., 2015; Trougakos et al., 2014). In light of our results, it seems that detachment is more meaningful in terms of lunchtime recovery than control. This is logical, as detachment ensures total absence of job...
demands, whereas employees with high level of control may still choose to engage, for example, in discussing work issues. Our result therefore extends the earlier finding that detachment from work is a powerful recovery experience during non-work time (Sonntag & Fritz, 2015). However, our one-item measure for control did not necessarily capture all dimensions of control as a recovery experience, for example control over when to take lunch breaks (cf. Sonntag & Fritz, 2007). The measure used may therefore have underestimated the importance of control during breaks. We recommend future studies to assess recovery experiences at lunchtime with multiple items to capture their full meaning.

Both taking longer lunch breaks and habitually spending breaks outside the workplace premises were correlated with higher levels of detachment. Thus our results suggest that lunch break length and spending lunch breaks outside the office building may matter for lunchtime detachment, which in turn relates to lunchtime recovery. We recommend that future studies, with longitudinal designs enabling appropriate mediation analysis, test whether lunchtime recovery experiences mediate the effects of lunchtime settings and activities on recovery. One earlier study found that spending the break inside versus outside one’s office (outside = in the same building or outside the building) did not have an effect on recovery after breaks during the working day (Hunter & Wu, 2016). As our results suggest that where lunch breaks are spent could matter, it is important to note that our measure (outside = outside the office building) was different from the one used by Hunter and Wu (2016). Therefore we suggest that future studies use more comprehensive measures in differentiating where breaks are spent to disentangle these differing results. For example, spending breaks in the break room of the department could have different recovery outcomes from spending breaks outside the office building in a restaurant. Furthermore, our outside condition was quite general, and did not take specific recovery enhancing environmental factors (e.g., natural settings) into account. Given that natural settings are more likely to afford restorative experiences than are built environments, comparing them would be a good option for future studies (Brown et al., 2014).

Furthermore, in our study, spending the lunch breaks with others was not associated with recovery. This is surprising, as earlier research suggests that breaks including social activities are more beneficial for recovery than breaks spent alone (Wendsche et al., 2014). However, earlier research has also suggested that social activities are more beneficial when based on one’s own choice (Trougakos et al., 2014). Our study took no account of this issue, which may explain our non-significant finding. Additionally, we did not distinguish between spending the break with colleagues and spending the break with other people, like friends and family. This may be important, as in theory spending the lunch break with friends or family may relate to more successful detachment from work than spending the break with colleagues. Therefore we recommend that future studies take into account whether social activities are based on employees’ own choice and with whom employees spend their breaks.

When looking at lunchtime recovery and its long-term relationship with energy levels, we found that successful lunchtime recovery was associated with less exhaustion one year later, as expected. Although the effects we found were small, it is worth noting that this relationship was still valid after controlling for baseline level of exhaustion and several controls. Thus successful lunchtime recovery explained a minor decrease in exhaustion in the long term. Our findings lend tentative support to our expectations derived from the E-R model: insufficient recovery during lunch breaks is related to loss of energy. When this loss of energy accumulates over time due to repeated episodes of insufficient recovery, it may partly explain increased levels of exhaustion. Furthermore, our result is in line with the conclusions of earlier studies linking internal recovery with less exhaustion in the short term (Hunter & Wu, 2016).

Similarly, the connection between lunchtime recovery and vigor was supported. Successful recovery was related to a minor increase in vigor one year later after controlling for baseline level of vigor and several other controls. These findings tentatively support our expectations derived from the E-R and COR theories that successful recovery prevents energy loss and increases internal resources (e.g., energy). When lunchtime recovery is repeatedly successful, it accumulates and generates new resources across time, relating to a small increase in vigor. As the levels of exhaustion and vigor at work were reasonably stable over one year (i.e., the T1 level explained about half of their variance at T2), our findings estimating the long-term change in energy levels due to lunchtime recovery can be considered promising. Taken together, lunchtime recovery seems to be of importance in terms of energy at work over time.

**Limitations, strengths, and suggestions for future studies**

This study has certain limitations that should be considered. First, choosing the best time lag for studying longitudinal relations between internal recovery and energy is not self-evident and the one-year time lag used in our study is debatable. Our results explained variation in energy levels only to a minor degree. The effects would likely be stronger if more frequent measures over shorter time lags (e.g., every couple of months) were applied. Future research may benefit from testing similar long-term effects with more frequent measurements over different time spans. Nevertheless, our longitudinal analysis supported long-term relationships between lunchtime recovery, exhaustion and vigor, supporting the view that employees’ degree of recovery during their lunch breaks may have significance, not only on a daily level, but also in the long-term.

Second, although previous studies have demonstrated one item measures to be valid substitutes for longer scales (Drolet & Morrison, 2001; Elo et al., 2003; Fisher, Matthews, & Gibbons, 2016; Kinnunen et al., 2011) future research may benefit from using multiple item measures for lunchtime recovery and recovery experiences. Third,
a further limitation concerning the measures is that our study relies solely on self-report measures and may therefore suffer from common method bias. This limitation mainly concerns the cross-sectional part of this study, as temporal separation can be an effective way to reduce common method bias (Spector, 2006). Still, future studies may benefit from using measures that are more objective, such as physiological measures, in examining internal recovery. Also, the cross-sectional study permits no causal interpretations. In the future the question of what factors promote recovery during lunch breaks may best be tested with intervention studies.

Fourth, the response rate was relatively low (37.5% at T1 and 23.4% at T2 relative to baseline respondents) and self-selection occurred between T1 and T2 in terms of a permanent job contract, occupational status (more often senior white-collar workers), working more often on regular day shifts, and longer working hours per week. This self-selection also concerns the cross-sectional part of our study, where we used the sample collected at T2. This was due to the fact that our T1 questionnaire did not include all items related to lunch breaks (spending lunch breaks outside, spending breaks with others, detachment, or control). Therefore, the generalizability of our results may be limited. However, the response rate is similar to those of other studies conducted in organizational settings (see Baruch & Holtom, 2008, for a review), and our large and diverse sample makes the results more generalizable to wider populations. Nevertheless, it would be useful to replicate our results in other samples in future.

Fifth, our study included a limited variety of lunchtime activities and only examined their frequency. For example, we asked how often employees engaged in social activities or spent their breaks outside the office building, but did not differentiate with whom and where exactly the breaks were spent. Therefore we recommend that future studies take these issues into account using more specific and comprehensive measures. We also recommend measuring other experiences in addition to detachment and control during workday breaks. For example, relaxation may be important in terms of internal recovery, as it reduces psycho-physiological activation and elicits positive affect (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007). It may be possible to increase the experience of relaxation during breaks by engaging in relaxation exercises (Krajewski et al., 2010) or less deliberately by engaging in other relaxing activities, such as listening to music or going for a walk.

Despite these limitations, our study has several strengths. Earlier research on recovery has focused almost exclusively on external recovery. This study provides new insights on recovery during within working day breaks. Specifically, it demonstrated that although lunch breaks are limited in time, taking regular lunch breaks, which enhance mental detachment and control over how to spend the break, relate positively to successful recovery. Our study also demonstrated that lunchtime recovery has importance in terms of long-term exhaustion and vigor. Our results on lunchtime recovery may be of particular interest to organizations, as compared to external recovery, organizations may influence the settings they provide for recovery during within working day breaks.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated that lunchtime recovery may best be promoted by ensuring control and especially detachment during lunch breaks. In practice, organizations could promote lunchtime recovery by giving options to spend lunch breaks in different ways that enable detachment, such as spending the break in a non-work environment or offering a space for relaxing activities. This recommendation is suitable for fields where workers are at risk of insufficient recovery, for example, employees in cognitively or emotionally demanding jobs, and where the work tasks enable flexibility in terms of lunch break settings and activities. Furthermore, our study suggests that recovery during lunch breaks and energy levels at work are related across time. Thus if lunchtime recovery is repeatedly successful, it may contribute to a decrease in exhaustion and an increase in vigor. In summary, lunch breaks offer an important recovery setting to promote occupational health and well-being alongside recovery during leisure time.
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